
90.Form.o.tionofS<re .. Surfaces.-Itha,,already� 
stated(§ 8) tha t lower pairs of elements can be con
structed in whkCh thees\lrfaces in contact are screws of uni
form pitch. Fig. 186 sen,es to illu•tr�te the formation of 

wch surfaces. Imagine that n cyl;nder ABCD i s  c.cms.-<l 
to rota.le wit.h uniform ani,:ular vckx:itY. as indieatcd by the 
arrow.eandlet aecutting1£ulewhoscwintis1,'Y"OUnd into the 
shape PQRS 00 m:,ved ,,,ith uniform linea r velocity � in 
a direction pa.mild to the ;,xis of the cylinder. ,;oa . ,etoec\lt 
out a continuous groo,•c in the matcrial of the cylinder 
If now tl1e tool is so set that the lines /'QandeSRw!: pro-
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duced pass through the axis of the cylinder, the surfaces 
forming the side of the groove will be screw or helical sur
faces of uniform pitch. It will evidently be possible to 
form in a somewhat similar manner a hollow cylinder hav
ing the material of its inner surface removed in such a way 
as to leave a projecting thread of such a form as \vill exactly 
fit into the groove PQRS. The inner surface of this nut 
will be the exact counterpart of the outer surface of the 
screw, and when working together their relative motion 
must be a copy of the original relative motion of the cutting 
tool and the cylinder. In other words, the only possible 
relative motion of such a screw and its nut will be a motion 
of rotation, combined in a constant ratio with a motion of 
translation along the axis of rotation. By the term pitch 
\Ve mean the distance (measured along the axis of rotation) 
through which the nut moves relatively to the screw during 
one complete relative rotation. Thus if w be the angular 
velocity of the cylinder in radians per second, the time of 

one complete rotation will be 
2 

1r seconds. During this time 
w 

the cutting tool will have moved a distance 
2 

7r'V ; this expres-
w 

sion therefore gives the numerical value of the pitch. If we 
imagine that a piece of paper wrapped round the cylinder 
has the outline of the screw-thread marked upon it, and is 
then unwrapped, the line representing the edge of the screw
thread will be found to be straight, and it will make with the 
line representing the edge AB of the cylinder an angle such 
as LlvIN. A little consideration will show that the tangent 
of this pitch-angle will be 

pitch of thread 
circumference of cylinder· 

It is quite easy to arrange a mechanism which will cut a 
·screw-thread of variable pitch. This is, in fact, often done 
in rifling guns. In this case, if the angular velocity of the 
screw is uniform, the linear velocity of the tool must be 
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variable, and the pitch-angle changes as . we go along the 

thread. A hollow surface the exact counterpart of the 
screw would then only fit exactly in one position, and no 
relative motion of such a pair of surfaces would be possible. 
It is for this reason that a screw pair composed of rigid 
elements must consist of screw surfaces of uniform pitch. 
The section of the thread, as governed by the form of the 
cutting tool producing it, may be of any convenient form, 
and a number of standard threads are described in text

books on machine design. The reader should note that 
screws are often made with two, three, or a larger number 
of threads by cutting the required number of independent 
grooves on the cylinder. These threads may further be 
either right- or left-handed. The thread in Fig. 186 is 
right-handed; Fig. 187 shows a left-handed screw having 

FJG. 187. 

three threads. We shall see later that these multiple. 
threaded screws are of importance in screw mechanisms 
involving higher pairing, and we now consider certain cases 
in which lower pairing of screw surfaces is used in chains 

containing rigid links only. 
91. Screw Mecbanis111s Involving Lower Pairing of Rigid 

Links.-The i:elative motion of screw links is in general 
non-plane. On examination it will be found that in a screw 

and its nut, while there is at any instant rotation about the 
axis of the screw, there is also a simultaneous linear move

ment along that line. In more complex cases of the screw 
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motion of two bodies it has been pointed out* that there is 
at any instant a line common to the two bodies, called the 
twist axis, about and upon which each body is (at the instant 

a 

b 

---- --------- -- - - -t----� 

C 

FIG. 188. 

considered) turning and sliding relatively to the other body. 
In this work but little space can be devoted to the consider 
ation of relative motion of this complex character, and in this 
section we shall discuss some of the simpler screw mechan
isms involving lower pairing. 

The simplest screw chain is shown in Fig. 188; it com
prises three pairs-a screw pair ab, a turning pair ac, and a 
sliding pair be. This chain is of common occurrence in 
the form of a screw press. By a suitable choice of the pitch 
of the screw we can obtain a machine in which a large 
angular motion of a gives us a comparatively small linear 
motion of b, so that in a copying-press, for instance, a large 
pressure is obtained by applying a relatively small force to 
the end of the screw arm. 

If the screw has a sufficiently fine pitch this machine 
cannot be reversed; that is, it is not possible by the applica
tion of an axial force to the nut b to cause rotation of a. 

By making the pitch of the screw sufficiently great, how-
. ever, this action becomes possible, as in the common Archi

rnedean drill. 
• ..\ \ittle consideration will show the reader that ,ve may 

look upon a sliding pair as a screw pair of infinite pitch, 
\vhile a turning pair is also a special case of a scre\V pair in 
which the pitch is zero. Accordingly we may expect tJ 

* Kennedy, Mechanics of Machinery, § 68. 
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find mtthanisms of throe linl,:s oonw.ining two ,;crew pn.iro 
and a sliding pair, OT t"u ,;crew pairs and a turning pair 
(""shown in Figs. 18c_;aand 18�),theopoirl><ora.in Fig 

188 havingbeenmcrlified into a screwf"ir. Further,itois 
po,o,iblc to transform the last remaining turning pa ir  of 
Fig. 189'>intooaooccewl"'ir and obtain a cha i n oofothreehnks 
andthro<,,;crewpaini. '11,erendershm1kl haveno<li ffic:ulty 
inoslcetching!orohimsell such a chain 

!>ii(. ,&y, represents the chain containing two screw 
f<>irS=daslidingopair,asoe,mp\oyedoinoaoformoofosteering
gcar; the complete gear forms a compound chain of seven 
link,, four ol which (•hown by dott.ed linc,i) are added to 
the screw cha i n  itself. The screw a, on which are cut two 
�rote threads, right- and lelt-hand"d rcspccti,·cly, K""'" 
with two nuts band, ,.,hich evidently have a rclati,•c sliding 
motion, aw,row;hing OT receding from ea.ch other as  a 
rotates. The links/ and g �=«t band, to th� "rm• of'-' 

http:poirl><ora.in


y<Jkc � te<:ou m.l to the rud<kr hoead. The frome or fixed hnk 
disot hchulloofothe&hi p ,  t owhichoareftxoedthoebearings in 
:��"�'1o:'."tate. Plainly, rotation ofawillcausethe 

uo
Fig. 18<,ib ,ho..,. the cha n C<)flt:lii ni ng two ocrew p11irs 

anti a turning pair. Ju rnOl>t important appol iicaot lOO n 
pract ice wioll bediscwscd whefi wede;>\,..·ith IIC1"e'-'"Chain1 
i n,·oh-ingfluiodlinkoo. (Seefg>.)

A great variety of mon, complex ocrew chain• arei n 

pract icaol use. l'ig. 190 &ho ... -.a&Tosostdu:rfttlchiJino fotcn 

,rnpJ.ored u a ponion of the revemn1:-KCQroof 1\.eam-<:ngines 
il comristaoffivc linkooaOO cont aima ,icrew po.iroaband 

loou r turning J)8ion. The rot a tion o f  a hand-wh<,e! on a 
movNot heor e,·cnin1:-oohaft fromoiu1,or;iotioonwhe nginen t h<,c
g<>N aheadot o  thcpooo i tion whcn thcenginci.iinbac l,,..,1rd 
...,

Themechanism ofl'oig.190illa1implccxamp\cof acla• 
of me i in wh ich UM! chanisms n,-oolvingge,wra/u;r,...,-,i;.,,,_ 
relat.ivcrnoot i o n• oftheolinklaroeo f1.enverycomplex. The 
majo riot y ofr uchch.aions ,  in fact, ha,·cno t be<:n y;orkedooou t 
kinoe the more co d ml wmati.caloly, b u t mph,,ate g,m e ocr e
mechanisms findsoo &malloafid<lofuo cfuoneuthal t •••c&haoll 

noto dc,-oleoanys pace tot hcm.heroe. 

http:yofruchch.ai


Ql. Scn,w lfothaDiOIIII <ODUini"' Fluid Lll>u. - One of 
100 •iinvl<,,t kttw mechanism• containing a fluid link UI the 
rifled gun shown in lonl{itudinal ""'-'lion in t'ig. 19,. This 
trainoonsi<tseesscnti:illyeofthroelinkl. We ha\'C the gun 
it.self. a. having traced upon the gurface of iucylindrieal 
hon the rifling. in the shape of a many-threaded hollow 
o crew shown in cn:io.s....:ction at AJJ. The projectile or "'1c!l 
b is introduced al the bn,,,ch of the gune, which is closed br 
a..:n:w-plugor breech-block. and the projc,ctilceis provided 
ateit.s ba"""'�theoneoremon,ooppcredriving-bands,whichan, 

-,&£ 
I 

of such a siz.c that when the proj<'Ctile is forced throui;: h the 
bon,thcf"')j..ctingportiorulofth<,rifiingruteinwtheooppcr, 
aOOinthiswayecausctheeshelltoerotatc. Thethirtllink,c.
iseofrounc theegao which i• prodUCOO by the combustion uf 

thecha'l,'e,a!>dwhichee"ertsthcpressun,nec,essacytoepropcl 
thc•hell. ltohouldl>eenolrothattheepit<;heoftheeriflini;: 
h,,stohahrg,, .oompGred"•iththeecalibreeordiamett,rofthe 
bonofthcgun. Fn,qun1tlythcpitcheof theeriflingi,enot 
uniform. but is oo designed as to docrmse from the breech 



to the mu.z!le i n  ruch a .. -o.y as to gh'e u """-rlY u p,mible 
un ifo rmeangulareattt,k,rution toetheo.hell. 

IneFig.e192is�ted aem«:hanismwhi ch is a spc<::i a l  
rase of the..,...,,w-chaine used for ouchei mporlllntpurposea;
a1thepropulsi one of ships{ocre"·propeller),theemeasure
ment of spood 1.hrough flui d (anm><>m<:t.er, patent log), the 

r, ... ,"'. 

u1il i ... 1i.onoltheeenergy ofthcwiend(..,-indmill),and..,on. 
The fig,.,"' •hows dieagrammatiecally a SCTCW conveyor used 
f..,,.thcpurposceoffoercinl( brokene co al fromthchopper !I 
into the furnac,: F of a mechan i c a l  otoker. We ha ve kre 
a rotating propellereaofpe,,uli a r fonn;iteis<00nt.ain cdjn a 
casing b, an d a cts on the powdery materi a l  cndoecd by the 
casing. Thcereadcr .. ·illn otethat in theSCTCWprop,Jler of a 
•hip we hawe �tly the same mechaneism, except that the 
out.ercuingis�lonlyun der�lcin:wnstaences,*an d 
thcematcria.!actedeupoo is flui d. 

The mechanism of Fig. 18<,>b, when modified by the 
ouh5titu1i.onofeafluidelinkforthe�b,1.3kestheformof 
the pa.rallcl,flow Uonva.l) turbin e of Fig. 193, an d i1 used 
forJ)Urp:llf:Sofrnoti,·epower. Here<,thcturbin&casing,
carrieel3beaeringfora. theeho]Lowshalt,an d alloehalupon 
it a n umber of fo,cd guiede-hlad"" rorresponding kin emati
cally to the hollo"· """"'·-thn:a d of Fig. 18<,>b. Theflui d, 

•o.,,..b,. M•olN p,.. ...�,C�op<o,-'>,-. --

http:anm><>m<:t.er
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rushing past these blades, encounters the blades of the 
turbine-wheel a, to which it communicates motion. The 
kinematic correspondence of the two mechanisms is evident. 

It should be noted that the surfaces of the guide-blades 
and buckets of a turbine, or of the blades of a propeller, 
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FIG• 193. 

are not necessarily true helical surfaces. vVith solid links 
we have seen that in order to obtain lower pairing the 
screw surfaces must have uniform pitch. The adoption of 
a varying pitch in the rifled gun is only possible because 
the copper driving-band, ,vhich pairs ,vith the rifling, is nar
row and so soft as to be deformed with comparative ease. 
When we consider the pairing of fluid links with such sur
faces, however, the mobility of the fluid permits of great 
latitude in the form of the curved surface over ,vhich it flo,Ys. 

We have so far considered only screw-threads trac�d. 
upon a cylinder, but there is no reason why such threads 
should not be formed on a conical surface, or indeed upon 
many surfaces of revolution. Fig. 194 sho,vs a thread cut 
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upon a globoid, for instance, Let us now imagine a screw
thread traced upon a conical surface, as is the case in some 
forms of self-centring chuck,* or in the breech-blocks of 
certain quick-firing guns.t From such a screw-thread it is 

I 
r � ,--".J .J.�1,"7J,r-,/1 r, ,,\\,(j:r:i r ,... "" , � ... ,.,,., 

Q 

' 
,'-�\.���,t\!,"Ur � .... '�� 
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FIG- 194. 

but a step to the formation of such a surface as that of 
the vane of the wheel of a centrifugal pump (Fig. 1 76) or 
the vane of a radial-flow turbine, where the blades form 
\vhat may be termed a screw surface projected on a plane. 
The kinematic chain of Fig. 1 76  is then really a modification 
of that shown in Fig. 193, the guide-blades being suppressed, 
and the whole forming a pump instead of a motor. The 
curves of the blades in a centrifugal pump are formed in 
such a fashion that their rotation impels the fluid from the 
centre to the outside of the pump-casing. They are thus 
spiral in form, or may even take the shape of radial straight 
lines. 

93. Screw-wheels and Worm-gearing.-In machine con
struction screws are employed not only in lower pairing for 
driving, or being driven by, rigid nuts, but also, in higher 
pairing, for gearing with rotating toothed wheels. In this 
case contact bet\veen the screw and the link with which it 

* " Horton " chuck. t Enginuring, Vol. LXI. p. I I. 



pairg t.'lkeo place either a long a.eline or at a point. 
ordinary wonn o.nd w<.>nn-wh""l is the moo;tfamiliar example 
o f eruche�ring. Fig. ,95 rcprescnts in pla neandeelevation 

C-·-· •- - - - 0  

--�
-----• ._,

·------- ':
I 

,
i 

:l� 
I 

two cylindrical wheelse. a a nd & .  whooe a xu AB a nd CD do 
noteintcncct a nd a re at right a ngles in pla n. The wheels 
a re ineoontact a t thee1,::,int O through which passes lll.U,
the commoo pcrpcwlicular to AB a nd CD. The length o f  
this oommo n pcrpcndicuLu is of course t h e  s u m  o f  the 
radii of the two cylind=. Let a helical line o r e,cn,w-thread 
be traced o n  the surface of a. "°e"" to P'"� throui,h the rom
mon poi.nt 0, the pitch-angle of this helix being XOC. A loo 
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suppose that a second helical line, not shown on the diagram, 
of pitch-angle XOA , is traced on the surface of b: so as also 
to pass through the point 0. The two helices will then 
touch at that point, and the line XOY will be their common 
tangent. If now the helix on b is replaced by a projecting 
thread, while that on a is converted into a corresponding 
groove into which the thread gears, any rotation of a about 
its-axis A B  will cause the rotation of b about its axis CD, 
and this relative motion of a and b will be continuous if we 
provide a series of projecting threads on b so spaced as to 
come into gear in succession with the thread or groove on a. 

It will be noted that,in Fig. 195 ,a is a single-thread screw, 
\vhile the wheel b is a portion of a many-threaded screw, the 
number of threads on b being equal to the number of times 
that the pitch p is contained in the circumference of b. We 
can, however, evidently make pairs of screw-wheels in which 
a as well as b is a portion of a many-threaded screw, and a 
pair of such wheels is shown in Fig. 196, the teeth or threads 
being represented by the inclined lines. In speaking of the 
pitch of the teeth of these wheels, we must distinguish be
t\veen (1)  the helical pitch, or pitch of the screw-thread (p in 
Fig. 195)t; (2)  the normal pitch, or distance from centre to 
centre of teeth, measured at right angles to their length (q in 
Fig. 196); (3) the circumferential pitch (r, Fig. 196) ; (4) the 
axial pitch, or distance from centre to centre of teeth meas
ured parallel to the axis of the wheel (s, Fig. 196). A little 
consideration will show that in a pair of screw-wheels the 
circumferential pitch of each must be equal to the axial 
pitch of the other, supposing that, as in the figure, the axes 
of the wheels are at right angles in plan. 

We have now to find the angular velocity ratio of the 
wheels a and b. It is plain that since the teeth of a and b, 
while the wheels rotate, remain in continuous contact, their 
velocity measured along a line drawn perpendicular to their 
common tangent at the point of contact and lying in the 
plane which tou.ches both wheels must be equal. In Fig. 197 



ilio -� velocity is represented by the line "•· Now 
let ... and .. ,beethceangularevclocitiea of a and b respcctivdy, 
whileer,andr,ea,.,,etheir radii. Then ifev_. v,a,.,,et.heeactual ::a":: vdocitiet of points on the pitch-circle$ of a and b, we 

"•-"'•'• and v,- ... .,-, 
The linea OL and OJf in the figun, an, .,,� to t... 

dr.,·•m in the plan<: touc:hingeboth wheels, and represent in 
maKDitu<le and di=tion the linear velocities of theTCSpcct
ive pitch surl aces. ON is dr;i..,..., in the oame plar.c, and 
reprc,,ent..11,, the common v,,loci tyofthc teeth of both wheel• 
mea,oun:,,;J in a. direction pc,rpcndicular to the -= ••· 

gent ofetheetecth. 
The ,·cloci ty "• may he resolved into two cornponenli, 



namdy, 0.Ve, \he vclocityof a pointontheetoothofareoolvc-d 
in a dimction nomial to th� line of the tooth, :a.nd XLe, the 
vclocityeresulw,-;lealongtheelineoftheetooth Simi!arlyO.\f 

may be !"eAOh...J. into two romponcnt5 at right ani:le&. ON 
and N.lf; a� we ha,•e S<."'11e, the oo.mp::mcnt normal to the 
line of contact of the te<oth must be the same for both wheelse,
because it represents the common velocity u,. The line L\f 
wi!!erepre,entethcere!ativc linear velocity (along the tooth) 
of the pit.ch surfucc of the wheel a re!ati,·dy to that of the 
whcel b,eor theesp<niwithwhich thcet«,th.tideelengthwayg 
overeacheothcr. 



circumf. pitch of b 
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Now consider the circumferential and axial pitches of the 
two wheels. From the figure, by similar triangles 

va OL PR axial pitch of b 

vb = 01lf =QR = circumferential pitch of b 
circumferential pitch of a 

= circumferential pitchofb ' 
and 

wa V rb circumf. pitch of a- - -- - X ---=-- 1r:rb- = a - = - -. -- ·-- ---·-c--:--� 
wb vb ra r.ra 

number of threads on b 
= number of threads on a· 

It is thus seen that in screw gearing of this kind the 
velocity ratio is independent of the sizes of the wheels, and 
depends solely on the number of threads with which they 
are provided. 

A particular form of screw-gearing is frequently em
ployed to transmit motion ,vith a high velocity ratio 
between shafts at right angles in plan. The smaller wheel 
has only one, two, or three threads, of small axial but large 
circumferential pitch, and is kno,vn as a worm, while the 
worm-wheel has many teeth, of small circumferential but 
large axial pitch. The velocity ratio is, as· we have just 
seen, simply the inverse ratio of the number of threads. 
\Vorm-wheels of good design have the form of their pitch 
surfaces modified so that their teeth are no longer scre\v
threads traced on a cylindrical surface, but are formed so 
as to obtain a larger area of contact between the teeth than 
would be possible in the case of a cylindrical screw-wheel.* 
The teeth of a pair of accurately formed cylindrical scre\v
wheels of rigid material ,vould only touch in a point ; in 
practice there would of course be a very small but percepti
ble area of contact. Such wheels are therefore most suit
able for light loads ; and for heavy service, worm-gearing, 
in which the screw-thread and wheel-tooth may have line • 

* See § 94-



rontact, is p1derablc. Fig. 198 shows the app,,a.mnc-., o( 
ocrew-gearing and worm-gearing as a,,tuallr rr=lc 

The ax,,. of a pairoofo,crew-wh.,.ls may ofooouneo rnake 
any desired angle i n  plan with one another. ln a gi,·cn
""-"'· when I.hi< angle. the •urn of the radii of the pitch
surfaccs.oandtheowlocity ratioohavebcenodecid<'<l.oaonumber 
of different pa.in of wheel• may be designod which "�11 obtain 

the intended n,,mlt; the dillerentt between them depending 
on the pitch-angk->I which are ""le,:;t,e,:I. A numerical exam
ple will make this clearer. Suppc,oc that ocrew-geoaring is to 
be d,:signed to ronnect two shaft. making an angle of 60o° 

in plan. the shortestodi ,tance b,,twcen the axes being 10 
inches, and the velocity ratio thre<l to one. Tu-o ooluti<ms 
of this problem are shown in Fig. 199. In the first case a 
pitch-angle of 6o0 has been chooen for each wheel; in the 
oecond ca>etheolincoofocontactooftheowhocl-toothoi s oparallel 



Vs =Va =Vb, 
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to the axis of b, and the pitch-angles of the wheels a and b 

are respectively 30 ° and 90 ° . The wheel b is thus a spur
wheel. The velocity diagrams showing the relation between 
v.,, vb, and vc are drawn in the two cases. In order to deter
mine the radii of the pitch surfaces of the wheels, \Ve ha,·e in 
the first case 

Va =V,, 

But and 
W I- = - Hence 

r,.. 3 

The distance between the axes being 10 inches, plainly 
ra = 2 . 5" and r b = 7 .  5". 

h . Wb I fIn the second case va = 2vb ; ence, since - = - as be ore, w 3 ,, 

I 2r- ··· 0 = 2 X - = -. rb 3 3 

so that r0 =4" and r0 = 6". 
In both cases the number of teeth on the wheels a and b 

must be in the ratio 1 : 3, but in the first case the wheels 
have the same circumferential pitch, and the radii are there
fore inversely as the angular velocities ; while in the second 
case the circumferential pitches of the wheels a and b are in 
the ratio .2 : 1 ,  so that the radii are in the proportion 2 : 3. 
From the diagrams it is evident that the sliding velocity of 
the teeth will be in the first case 

-. 

and in the second case 

v3 
Vs = Va X - =vb x-vj.

2 

It is noteworthy that for the same speeds of the shafts in 
the two cases va will be greater in the second instance than in 
the first in the proportion of 4 :  2 .5.  Hence the sliding veloc
ity of the teeth will be greater in the second design in the pro
portion 2v 3 : 2.5, or nearly 1.39 : 1 .  This is shown in the 
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,vheels. We have seen that the relative linear motion of 
these surfaces in the plane which touches them both is com
posed of a relative sliding motion along the line which is the 
common tangent to the teeth at the point of contact, and a 
common movement along a line perpendicular to that com
mon tangent. If \ve consider only this common velocity, 
it becomes plain that we have here a case similar in some 
respects to that of a pair of spur-wheels. In spur-gearing 
the teeth have a common velocity along a line which is per
pendicular to the line of centres and to the line of the teeth, 
and the relative motion is simply a rolling together, the 
virtual axis being a line parallel to the wheel axes and pass
ing through the pitch-point. In a pair of screw-wheels the 
relative motion is also one of rolling ; the virtual axis being 
the common tangent (XOY, Fig. 195) ,  but this motion is 
combined with a relative sliding along the common tan
gent. 'fhis line may therefore be considered as the twist 
axis* of the t\vo wheels, and it may be shown that the twist 
axodes of a pair of scre\v-wheels form a pair of hyperboloids ;t 
the t,vo surfaces rolling together and at the same time slid
ing along their line of contact. If the axes of the screw
wheels are parallel, the hyperboloids become cylinders and 
there is no sliding motion along the line of contact. 

The above principles must be considered in determining 
the proper profiles for the teeth in screw-wheels. \Ve must 
in fact imagine that the pair of pitch surfaces are cut by a 
plane passing through the point of contact and perpen
dicular to the common tangent. We must then ta.lee such 
shapes for the teeth as would work together correctly if 
formed on a pair of pitch-circles having the same radii of 
curvature as the sections-in which the actual pitch surfaces 
are cut by our imaginary plane-have at their point of con-
tact. 

Evidently the traces of the cylindrical pitch surfaces 
of the screw-wheels on the imaginary plane will be a pair 

* See § 91. 
t See § 95· 



ofclli�.alwaysetouching at theeendsof thcirerninoreaxcs. 
The plane -,,ill make with the median vlane of eaech wheel 
an angle (9<>0 - .-.), whcrcu i,ethcpjtche-&1glcofetheehelical 
teethoresc:rew-lhreads,eandtheeserni•mino,eaxisoftheecllipsc 

"'ill hee, ;  the scmi-rn:,.jor axis being si�a' wh�n:e, is the 
radius of the pitch surface of the whceL In Fig. ,oo is 
shown theepilchesurfa.ceeol a sc=e-whtt! (rad;u,e,) having 
trnce<l upon its surface a helix of pit,:h-angle XOC. As in 
F,g. 195,etheline XOY is a tangcntetothchelixatthe )><>int 
0, and if O we<eethcpoint ofecontact o!etheewhcelewithean
<>ther, XO\" would rcpttSelll thcewrnrnon tangent or line 
ofecontacteoftheetceth 

. \ plane passing through O and perpendicular to XO\' 

will c,ut thccy!in<lcr in the ellipse L.\INO, of which the major 

andeminoreaxesewillecvident!yebee.r.f-- ande,rereopectivcly. .,e
Jneord�r toefind the pmper formeoftooth profile (taken of 

http:surfa.ce
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course in the plane of Li.11/v'O and at right angles to the 
centre line of the tooth), vve must take as an imaginary 
pitch-circle the circle of curvature of the ellipse at the point 
0. The radius of curvature of the ellipse at thi:; point is 

easily sho,vn to be . r2 ; hence in a pair of screw-wheels the sin a 

teeth profiles should be designed as if they belonged to a 
pair of ordinary spur-wheels of radii 

ra rbandsin2 a
l sin2 

a2 ' 
where a and a are the pitch-angles of the teeth of the scre,v1 2 

wheels a and b. 
Screw-wheels are often used to connect shafts which are 

parallel. In this case the pitch-angles of the wheels are of 
course equal, and if the wheels are properly designed there 
is no difficulty in having two or more pairs of teeth in contact 
at once. In order to avoid the prejudicial effect of the end 
thrust developed when a pair of such wheels are doing heavy 
work, it is usual to make each wheel of two parts, similar 
in pitch, but one half right-handed and the other half left
handed. Fig. 201 shows such a double helical pinion of the 
form employed in a rolling -mill. The teeth profiles in such 
wheels, taken on a section by a plane perpendicular to the 
axes, ,vill be the same as those required for spur-wheels of 
the same diameter and circumferential pitch of teeth ; for 
in these wheels there is no sliding motion along the teeth. 
If properly shaped, the teeth will be in contact along short 
lines inclined more or less towards the pitch surfaces, accord
ing to the pitch-angle chosen for the helices. When this 
pitch-angle is 90° the wheels become spur-wheels, in which 
the lines of contact of the teeth are of course parallel to the 
pitch surfaces. 

When wom1-gearing is constructed with cylindrical 
pitch surfaces, and teeth of uniform cross-section, contact, 
as in the case of other screw-wheels, occurs at a point only, 
and the forms of teeth may be found by the method just 
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described. It is not difficult, however, by modifying the 
form of the wheel, to obtain worm-gearing having linear 
contact. The method of doing this is fully explained in 
works on l\iiachine Design .* 

The section of the ,vorm and wheel by. a plane perpen
dicular to the axis of the \vheel, and passing through the axis 
of the worm, is that of a rack in gear with a spur-,vheel, and 
the form of the worm-thread and wheel-teeth in this plane 
may be drawn by the methods already discussed in §§  
66 and 67. The trace of such a plane is shown in Fig. 202 

A •C• 

WORM WHEEL 

I 
B,  10

I I
I 

FIG. 202. 

by the line AB; the figure represents the section of the worm 
and wheel by a plane containing the axis of the wheel and 
perpendicular to the axis of the worm. The form of a sec
tion of the worm by a plane parallel to the axis of the worm, 
and perpendicular to the axis of the wheel, is next to be 
determined ; the trace of such a plane on the plane of the 

* Unwin, " Machine Design," Vol. I, § 234-

FIG. 201, 
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figure is Ilic line CD, and its i n\eneeli,on with the worm
thread wjll take the s hape nf a mck ha•'llll< cun..e<l and un• 
•ymnlCtriocal u.eth. TllC form o f  worm-whe<,l to'.>th requiore..! 
to gear correctly with s uch teeth mus t lhen be foound by the 
proper methood of coonstruction. and the s hape determined is 
to he us ed for \.he s ecti o n  of the w'Orrn-whe<,I l<x,th cut hy
the plane CD. A number o f  s ucho=tioons .  foound fooropbnes 
at diofferent disotances from tJie medioa n  plane AH. wioll enable 
a pradicall)'ooorreclowhc.:l-pa.ttcrnol<,bemwle. As a rule 

s uch wheels are machine-cul by being rotated in eorrecl 
rclatioo n to a sotodculteroo r ohobowhich iso ao,!up!icatco fol.he 
worm w hc usoed 

The Hindley worm• has a s<;rew-thn',"\d o f  varying !le<;tioo n  
lraccd o n  a noon-cylindrkal pit<:h s 1Irlac,,  whosoe outline is 
an arc o f  the pit<:h-circle o f  the whcd. This foorm o f  to o th, 

i f  correctly cut hy means o f  a hob. has line co ntact : the 
teeth to uchingthclhn,adso ata l l pointsointhemedianphne 

95. Hyptrbololdal Whtt11. - lt iso possihleotoo con.,tru<;t
wh<,cls which v,ill transmit mo tioo n  bctwttn inclined non
inters cctjng a�eso. and whichoares o ofonncd that their teeth 
are s traight and have lione roontact. The pitch ,urfaces o f  
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such wheels are hyperboloids of revolution, as has already 
been stated. In Fig. 204 let AB and CD be the axes of a 
pair of such wheels ; the line of contact of their teeth is to 
be the line XOY, passing through a point O on LOM the 
common perpendicular to AB and CD. In general XOY 
will be parallel neither to AB nor to CD. 

If now we imagine the line XOY to be rotated around 
AB as an axis, while its position in relation to AB remains 
unaltered, XY will describe in space the hyperboloid a ;  
and similarly, if we suppose the rotation to take place about 
CD, the hyperboloid b will be described. The two hyper
boloids will of course touch along the line XY, which is in 
fact their twist axis when relative motion occurs. The 
smallest circular sections of the hyperboloids are known as 
the gorge-circles. We proceed to determine the relati\·e 
angular velocity of a pair of such hyperboloidal surfaces, 
supposing that they roll together. It is to be particularly 
noted that hyperboloidal wheels differ from the cylindrical 
5crew-v:heels hitherto discussed, in that the pitch surfaces 
of the latter can touch only at a point, while those of the 
former are in contact along a hne. The relative motions 
of the two kinds of wheels are, however, of the same kind, 
namely, a rolling together, combined with relative sliding 
along the line of the teeth. Let 01, 02 be the angles (iri plan) 
made by the projection of the line of contact XY with the 
projection of the axis of a and t_he projection of the axis of 
b respectively. The angular velocity-ratip of the wheels a 
and b must evidently be the same as that for a pair of screw
wheels of the same size as the gorge�circles of ·the hyper
boloids and having the same obliquity of teeth. The 
velocity diagram will therefore be that drawn in thick lines, 
by the method of § 93. and we shall have 

W11 Va rI, rb . V c cos (}2 rb cos {J 2- = - - = -- -
wb ra Vb cos 81 . raVC ra cos 81. 

· Now consider any point Y on the line of _c_ontact XOY. 
The normal to the curved surface of the hyperboloid at any 



point mun pnsg through the a,;is; hCn<'C a straight )jnc 
drawn through Y a ndenormal to thcecurvede...,rfaceswhich 

touch there must intcncct both CD a nd AB 81>(:h a com. 
mon normal is shown in the figure, where RYS is ,ts pro-
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jection on a plane parallel to both axes AB and CD, and 
R'Y'Af is its projection on a plane perpendicular to the axis 
of b. In this view of course the points D, M, C, and 5 

coincide. 
By a well-kno\vn principle of projection the real lengths 

of the segments of the common normal are proportional to 
their projections RY, YS, and R'Y', Y'Zl1. Hence 

r 
Q 

= LO R'Y' RY 
o.�![ Y' ll1 YSrb 

w 
0 

- YS COS 0
2and 

wb RY'  cos 01 • 

Again, since the common normal is perpendicular to 
XOY, the line of contact, its projection RYS will be per
pendicular to the projection of XOY on a parallel plane ; 

- so that in the lower figure OYS and OYR are right angles. 
'fhus, finally, 

DYW0- = -
(t)b BY" 

This sho\vs that the angular velocities of a pair of hyper
boloidal wheels are to each other in the inverse ratio of the 
lengths of the projections of the perpendiculars drawn from 
any point on the line of contact to the axes; these projec
tions being upon a plane parallel to both axes and to the line 
of contact. 

It should be noted, that in designing hyperboloidal wheels, 
if the angle between the axes (in plan) and the velocity ratio 
are given, the position of the line of contact (in plan) is de
termined. Thus in drawing such a pair of wheels we proceed 
as follows :  

(1) Draw the axes in elevation and in plan. 
(2) The velocity ratio being given, draw the line of con

tact XOY (in plan), determining the point Y by marking 
off D Y  and BY having lengths in the proper ratio. 

(3) Draw SYR perpendicular to .X-OY, and also dra\v 
MY'R', the projection of SYR on a plane perpendicular to 
the axis of b. 



(4) Through Y'dmwX'O'Y'; thisodeterrni1>esothcvalucs 
of,, andr, andootttlff thc liv:,s <>fthc gorgc-.,irde1, 

(s)o� toocompletcothcopr<1j«:tion1oofothcohyper 
boloid1,ou lhown. 

As in the cue of .,_ ... ·heelso.. the velocity dioagmm 
100W.othemtcatowhichthcotecthoolou and.b1lidealoog,ach 
other. Thill relative lliding nlocity UI ohown u t•, in Fig 
004. 

ltoisonoto�ryinopr.u:ticeotoowemottothanoaooom
pamti,·elyoomalloponionoofo theohypcrboloidofQroaowo,king 
wheel F,g. 205 ohoY.'laopair of hyperboloida l rollerso, and 

a pair of Jkcw-bcve!owheclso ha,·Ulg 
the s ameovelocitymtio. !t .. �n be 
oecri that thesoe bc\•el wh<-<,]1 c,orn,
opond in fact to the end p:,rt;.,...of 
thehyp<rl,oloidso. Theformr.oolothe 
teeth of hyperboloidal 11·heelr.omay 
hcoc:on,:,ri,·ed as bei11K marked out 
upon thco � 11'ho<te s ourlaoeso an: 
normalotoothooeofotheohyperboloids 
atothe po intooforontactocons idn,,d. 
Hcthod• of doing thir. ha,.., bem. 
dis cu-1hyoWilbs.,*oRankinc,f and 
otheni. H,-...,o,1 ..,ill hcrufficientoto 

note that the lffth of wch 11·heelr. 
will not hc of uniform &ection 

F.._OOJ. throughouto thciro leni;:th": In the 
eompamtivdy nam,w hyperboloidal whec!a g,,nm,.lly wood 
1herc:oUlbutolittleo,1>ri ationoino ll>eoformo ofo theotoothoin 
pao1ingfromo� end of \heowheelotootheoothcr, An B\J'
proximately eom.-,t form of too1h may hcodctermin«!ofor 
wch "'heeb i i> the ,rune way 31 {Qr "''""••11·t,e,,J., 

lnoFig.,04foroeumple,wemay imagincothetwo hyper
boloids cut by a. plane pamllel tooNYSoand. perpendicular 
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to XOY. When the resulting sections are dra\vn out their 
circles of curvature may be approximately found, and the 
tooth-forms designed in the ordinary manner, remembe!"ing 
that the circumferential pitch, and therefore also the normal 
pitch, increases as we pass from the gorge to the ends of the 
wheels. It will be seen that this method is practically the 
same as that adopted in the case of ordinary bevel-wheels 
(see § 98), and is equivalent to drawing out the teeth on 
the development of the cones previously mentioned. 

The subject of hyperboloidal wheels is treated at con
siderable length in MacCord's ' '  l\,fechanical 1\-:Iovements," to 
which \vork the reader is referred for further information . 

.... 
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	90.Form.o.tionofS<re .. Surfaces.-Itha,,already� stated(§ 8) that lower pairs of elements can be constructed in whkCh thees\lrfaces in contact are screws of uniform pitch. Fig. 186 sen,es to illu•tr�te the formation of 
	Figure
	wch surfaces. Imagine that n cyl;nder ABCD is c.cms.-<l to rota.le wit.h uniform ani,:ular vckx:itY. as indieatcd by the arrow.eandletaecutting1£ulewhoscwintis1,'Y"OUnd into the shape PQRS 00 m:,ved ,,,ith uniform linear velocity Ł in a direction pa.mild to the ;,xis of the cylinder. ,;oa.,etoec\lt out a continuous groo,•c in the matcrial of the cylinder If now tl1e tool is so set that the lines /'QandeSRw!:pro
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	duced pass through the axis of the cylinder, the surfaces forming the side of the groove will be screw or helical surfaces of uniform pitch. It will evidently be possible to form in a somewhat similar manner a hollow cylinder having the material of its inner surface removed in such a way as to leave a projecting thread of such a form as \vill exactly fit into the groove PQRS. The inner surface of this nut will be the exact counterpart of the outer surface of the screw, and when working together their rela
	one complete rotation will be 1r seconds. During this time 
	2 

	w 
	the cutting tool will have moved a distance 7r'V ; this expres-
	2 

	w 
	sion therefore gives the numerical value of the pitch. If we imagine that a piece of paper wrapped round the cylinder has the outline of the screw-thread marked upon it, and is then unwrapped, the line representing the edge of the screwthread will be found to be straight, and it will make with the line representing the edge AB of the cylinder an angle such as LlvIN. A little consideration will show that the tangent of this pitch-angle will be 
	pitch of thread 
	circumference of cylinder· 
	It is quite easy to arrange a mechanism which will cut a 
	·screw-thread of variable pitch. This is, in fact, often done in rifling guns. In this case, if the angular velocity of the screw is uniform, the linear velocity of the tool must be 
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	variable, and the pitch-angle changes as . we go along the thread. A hollow surface the exact counterpart of the screw would then only fit exactly in one position, and no relative motion of such a pair of surfaces would be possible. It is for this reason that a screw pair composed of rigid elements must consist of screw surfaces of uniform pitch. The section of the thread, as governed by the form of the cutting tool producing it, may be of any convenient form, and a number of standard threads are described 
	Figure
	FJG. 187. 
	FJG. 187. 
	three threads. We shall see later that these multiple. threaded screws are of importance in screw mechanisms involving higher pairing, and we now consider certain cases in which lower pairing of screw surfaces is used in chains containing rigid links only. 
	91. Screw Mecbanis111s Involving Lower Pairing of Rigid Links.-The i:elative motion of screw links is in general non-plane. On examination it will be found that in a screw and its nut, while there is at any instant rotation about the axis of the screw, there is also a simultaneous linear movement along that line. In more complex cases of the screw 
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	9 
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	motion of two bodies it has been pointed out* that there is at any instant a line common to the two bodies, called the twist axis, about and upon which each body is (at the instant 
	a 
	b 
	------------------t----Ł 
	C 
	Figure
	FIG. 188. 
	FIG. 188. 
	considered) turning and sliding relatively to the other body. 
	In this work but little space can be devoted to the consider
	ation of relative motion of this complex character, and in this 
	section we shall discuss some of the simpler screw mechan
	isms involving lower pairing. 
	The simplest screw chain is shown in Fig. 188; it com
	prises three pairs-a screw pair ab, a turning pair ac, and a 
	sliding pair be. This chain is of common occurrence in 
	the form of a screw press. By a suitable choice of the pitch 
	of the screw we can obtain a machine in which a large 
	angular motion of a gives us a comparatively small linear 
	motion of b, so that in a copying-press, for instance, a large 
	pressure is obtained by applying a relatively small force to 
	the end of the screw arm. 
	If the screw has a sufficiently fine pitch this machine 
	cannot be reversed; that is, it is not possible by the application of an axial force to the nut b to cause rotation of a. By making the pitch of the screw sufficiently great, how. ever, this action becomes possible, as in the common Archi
	-

	rnedean drill. 
	• ..\ \ittle consideration will show the reader that ,ve may look upon a sliding pair as a screw pair of infinite pitch, \vhile a turning pair is also a special case of a scre\V pair in which the pitch is zero. Accordingly we may expect tJ 
	* Kennedy, Mechanics of Machinery, § 68. 
	find mtthanisms of throe linl,:s oonw.ining two ,;crew pn.iro and a sliding pair, OT t"u ,;crew pairs and a turning pair 
	(""shown in Figs. 18c_;aand 18Ł),theopoirl><ora.in Fig 

	188 havingbeenmcrlified into a screwf"ir. Further,itois po,o,iblc to transform the last remaining turning pair of Fig. 189'>intooaooccewl"'ir and obtain a chainoofothreehnks andthro<,,;crewpaini. '11,erendershm1kl haveno<liffic:ulty inoslcetching!orohimsell such a chain 
	Figure
	!>ii(. ,&y, represents the chain containing two screw f<>irS=daslidingopair,asoe,mp\oyedoinoaoformoofosteeringgcar; the complete gear forms a compound chain of seven link,, four ol which (•hown by dott.ed linc,i) are added to the screw chain itself. The screw a, on which are cut two 
	Łrote threads, right-and lelt-hand"d rcspccti,·cly, K""'" 
	with two nuts band, ,.,hich evidently have a rclati,•c sliding motion, aw,row;hing OT receding from ea.ch other as a rotates. The links/ and g Ł=«t band, to thŁ "rm• of'-' 
	Figure
	y<Jkc Ł te<:ou m.l to the rud<kr hoead. The frome or fixed hnk disot hchulloofothe&hip, t owhichoareftxoedthoebearings in :ŁŁ"Ł'1o:'."tate. Plainly,rotation ofawillcausethe uo
	Fig. 18<,ib ,ho..,. the chan C<)flt:liiningtwo ocrew p11irs anti a turning pair. Ju rnOl>t important appoli
	icaot lOO n pract ice wioll bediscwscd whefi wede;>\,..·ith IIC1"e'-'"Chain1 in,·oh-ingfluiodlinkoo. (Seefg>.)
	A great variety of mon, complex ocrew chain• arein pract icaol use. l'ig. 190 &ho ... -.a&Tosostdu:rfttlchiJinofotcn ,rnpJ.ored u a ponion of the revemn1:-KCQroof 1\.eam-<:ngine
	s ilcomristaoffivc linkooaOO cont aima ,icrew po.iroaband 
	loou r turning J)8ion. The rot ation of a hand-wh<,e! on a movNot heor e,·cnin1:-oohaft fromoiu1,or;iotioonwhengine
	nt h<,cg<>Naheadoto thcpoooitionwhcnthcenginci.iinbac l,,..,1rd 
	...,
	Themechanismofl'oig.190illa1implccxamp\cofacla• of meiin which UM! 
	chanismsn,-oolvingge,wra/u;r,...,-,i;.,,,_ relat.ivcrnoot ion•oftheolinklaroeof1.enverycomplex. The majoriot yofruchch.aions, in fact, ha,·cnot be<:n y;orkedooou t kinoethe more cod ml w
	chanismsn,-oolvingge,wra/u;r,...,-,i;.,,,_ relat.ivcrnoot ion•oftheolinklaroeof1.enverycomplex. The majoriot yofruchch.aions, in fact, ha,·cnot be<:n y;orkedooou t kinoethe more cod ml w
	mati.caloly, bu t mph,,ateg,meocr emechanisms findsoo&malloafid<lofuocfuoneuthalt •••c&haoll 

	notodc,-oleoanyspacetot hcm.heroe
	. 
	Ql. Scn,w lfothaDiOIIII <ODUini"' Fluid Lll>u. -One of 
	100 •iinvl<,,t kttw mechanism• containing a fluid link UI the rifled gun shown in lonl{itudinal ""'-'lion in t'ig. 19,. This trainoonsi<tseesscnti:illyeofthroelinkl. We ha\'C the gun it.self. a. having traced upon the gurfaceofiucylindrieal hon the rifling. in the shape of a many-threaded hollow ocrew shown in cn:io.s....:ction at AJJ. The projectile or "'1c!l b is introduced al the bn,,,ch of the gune, which is closed br a..:n:w-plugor breech-block. and the projc,ctilceis provided ateit.sba"""'Łtheoneoremo
	-,&£ 
	-,&£ 

	I 
	Figure
	of such a siz.c that when the proj<'Ctile is forced th
	h,,stohah
	to the mu.z!le in ruch a .. -o.y as to gh'e u """-rlY u p,mible uniformeangulareattt,k,rutiontoetheo.hell. 
	IneFig.e192isŁtedaem«:hanismwhichi
	saspc<::ial raseofthe..,...,,w-chaineused for oucheimporlllntpurposea;a1thepropulsioneofships{ocre"·propeller),theemeasure
	ment of spood 1.hrough fluid (anm><>m<:t.er, patent log), the 

	Figure
	r, ... ,"'. 
	u1ili ... 1i.onoltheeenergyofthcwiend(..,-indmill),and..,on. The fig,.,"' •hows dieagrammatiecally a SCTCW conveyor used f..,,.thcpurposceoffoercinl( brokenecoal fromthchopper !I into the furnac,: F of a mechanical otoker. We have kre arotatingpropellereaofpe,,uliarfonn;iteis<00nt.aincdjna casing b, and acts on the powdery material cndoecd by the casing. Thcereadcr .. ·illnotethatintheSCTCWprop,Jlerofa 
	•hip we hawe Łtly the same mechaneism, except that the out.ercuingisŁlonlyunderŁlcin:wnstaences,*and thcematcria.!actedeupoo is fluid. 
	The mechanism of Fig. 18<,>b, when modified by the ouh5titu1i.onofeafluidelinkforthe�b,1.3kestheformof the pa.rallcl,flow Uonva.l) turbine of Fig. 193, and i1 used forJ)Urp:llf:Sofrnoti,·epower. Here<,thcturbin&casing,carrieel3beaeringfora. theeho]Lowshalt,andalloehalupon it a number of fo,cd guiede-hlad"" rorresponding kinematically to the hollo"· """"'·-thn:ad of Fig. 18<,>b. Thefluid, 
	•o.,,..b,. M•olN p,.. ...Ł,CŁop<o,-'>,-. -
	-

	';:.... -, ',C ', ',,' 
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	rushing past these blades, encounters the blades of the turbine-wheel a, to which it communicates motion. The kinematic correspondence of the two mechanisms is evident. 
	It should be noted that the surfaces of the guide-blades and buckets of a turbine, or of the blades of a propeller, 
	Figure
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	FIG• 193. 
	FIG• 193. 
	are not necessarily true helical surfaces. vVith solid links we have seen that in order to obtain lower pairing the screw surfaces must have uniform pitch. The adoption of a varying pitch in the rifled gun is only possible because the copper driving-band, ,vhich pairs ,vith the rifling, is narrow and so soft as to be deformed with comparative ease. When we consider the pairing of fluid links with such surfaces, however, the mobility of the fluid permits of great latitude in the form of the curved surface 
	We have so far considered only screw-threads tracŁd. upon a cylinder, but there is no reason why such threads should not be formed on a conical surface, or indeed upon many surfaces of revolution. Fig. 194 sho,vs a thread cut 
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	upon a globoid, for instance, Let us now imagine a screwthread traced upon a conical surface, as is the case in some forms of self-centring chuck,* or in the breech-blocks of certain quick-firing guns.t From such a screw-thread it is 
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	but a step to the formation of such a surface as that of the vane of the wheel of a centrifugal pump (Fig. 176) or the vane of a radial-flow turbine, where the blades form \vhat may be termed a screw surface projected on a plane. The kinematic chain of Fig. 176 is then really a modification of that shown in Fig. 193, the guide-blades being suppressed, and the whole forming a pump instead of a motor. The curves of the blades in a centrifugal pump are formed in such a fashion that their rotation impels the fl
	93. Screw-wheels and Worm-gearing.-In machine construction screws are employed not only in lower pairing for driving, or being driven by, rigid nuts, but also, in higher pairing, for gearing with rotating toothed wheels. In this case contact bet\veen the screw and the link with which it 
	* " Horton " chuck. t Enginuring, Vol. LXI. p. I I. 
	pairg t.'lkeo place either along a.eline or at a point. ordinary wonn o.nd w<.>nn-wh""l is the moo;tfamiliar example oferucheŁring. Fig. ,95 rcprescntsinplaneandeelevation 
	C-·-· •----0 
	C-·-· •----0 
	-----• .
	--Ł

	_,,
	·-------':
	I 

	i 
	:lŁ 
	I 
	two cylindrical wheelse. a and&. whooe axu AB and CD do noteintcncctand are at right angles in plan. The wheels areineoontactatthee1,::,intOthrough which passeslll.U,the commoo pcrpcwlicular to AB and CD. The length of this oommon pcrpcndicuLu is of course the sum of the radii of the two cylind=. Let a helical line ore,cn,w-thread be traced on the surface of a. "°e"" to P'"� throui,h the rommon poi.nt 0, the pitch-angle of this helix being XOC. A loo 
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	suppose that a second helical line, not shown on the diagram, of pitch-angle XOA , is traced on the surface of b: so as also to pass through the point 0. The two helices will then touch at that point, and the line XOY will be their common tangent. If now the helix on b is replaced by a projecting thread, while that on a is converted into a corresponding groove into which the thread gears, any rotation of a about its-axis AB will cause the rotation of b about its axis CD, and this relative motion of a and b 
	It will be noted that,in Fig. 195,a is a single-thread screw, \vhile the wheel bis a portion of a many-threaded screw, the number of threads on b being equal to the number of times that the pitch p is contained in the circumference of b. We can, however, evidently make pairs of screw-wheels in which a as well as bis a portion of a many-threaded screw, and a pair of such wheels is shown in Fig. 196, the teeth or threads being represented by the inclined lines. In speaking of the pitch of the teeth of these w
	We have now to find the angular velocity ratio of the wheels a and b. It is plain that since the teeth of a and b, while the wheels rotate, remain in continuous contact, their velocity measured along a line drawn perpendicular to their common tangent at the point of contact and lying in the plane which tou.ches both wheels must be equal. In Fig. 197 
	ilio -Ł velocity is represented by the line "•· Now let ... and .. ,beethceangularevclocitieaofaandbrespcctivdy, whileer,andr,ea,.,,etheir radii. Thenifev_. v,a,.,,et.heeactual vdocitiet of points on the pitch-circle$ of a and b, we 
	::a":: 

	"•-"'•'• and v,-... .,-, The linea OL and OJf in the figun, an, .,,Ł to t... 
	Figure
	dr.,·•m in the plan<: touc:hingeboth wheels, and represent in maKDitu<le and di=tion the linear velocities of theTCSpcctive pitch surlaces. ON is dr;i..,..., in the oame plar.c, and reprc,,ent..11,, the common v,,locityofthc teeth of both wheel• mea,oun:,,;J in a. direction pc,rpcndicular to the -= ••· gentofetheetecth. 
	The ,·clocity "• may he resolved into two cornponenli, 
	The ,·clocity "• may he resolved into two cornponenli, 
	namdy,0.Ve,\hevclocityofapointontheetoothofareoolvc-d in a dimction nomial to thŁ line of the tooth, :a.nd XLe, the vclocityeresulw,-;lealongtheelineoftheetooth Simi!arlyO.\f 

	Figure
	may be !"eAOh...J. into two romponcnt5 at right ani:le&. ON and N.lf; aŁ we ha,•e S<."'11e, the oo.mp::mcnt normal to the line of contact of the te<oth must be the same for both wheelse,because it represents the common velocity u,. The line L\f wi!!erepre,entethcere!ativc linear velocity (along the tooth) of the pit.ch surfucc of the wheel a re!ati,·dy to that of the whcelb,eor theesp<niwithwhichthcet«,th.tideelengthwayg overeacheothcr. 
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	Now consider the circumferential and axial pitches of the two wheels. From the fire, by similar triangles 
	gu

	vOL PR axial pitch of b 
	a 

	v= 01lf =QR = circumferential pitch of b 
	b 

	circumferential pitch of a = ofb' and wa V rcircumf. pitch of a
	circumferential 
	pitch
	b 

	-
	b
	-= --. --·-----·-c--:--Ł 
	-= 
	a 



	wb vb ra r.ra 
	wb vb ra r.ra 
	number of threads on b 
	= · 
	number of threads on a

	It is thus seen that in screw gearing of this kind the velocity ratio is independent of the sizes of the wheels, and depends solely on the number of threads with which they are provided. 
	A particular form of screw-gearing is frequently employed to transmit motion ,vith a high velocity ratio between shafts at right angles in plan. The smaller wheel has only one, two, or three threads, of small axial but large circumferential pitch, and is kno,vn as a worm, while the worm-wheel has many teeth, of small circumferential but large axial pitch. The velocity ratio is, as· we have just seen, simply the inverse ratio of the number of threads. \Vorm-wheels of good design have the form of their pitch
	• 
	*See § 9
	4-

	rontact, is p1derablc. Fig. 198 shows the app,,a.mnc-., o( ocrew-gearing and worm-gearing as a,,tuallr rr=lc 
	The ax,,. of apairoofo,crew-wh.,.lsmayofooouneornake any desired angle in plan with one another. ln a gi,·cn""-"'· when I.hi< angle. the •urn of the radii of the pitchsurfaccs.oandtheowlocity ratioohavebcenodecid<'<l.oaonumber of different pa.in of wheel• may be designod which "Ł11 obtain 
	Figure
	the intended n,,mlt; the dillerentt between them depending on the pitch-angk->I which are ""le,:;t,e,:I. A numerical example will make this clearer. Suppc,oc that ocrew-geoaring is to be d,:signed to ronnect two shaft. making an angle of 60o° in plan. the shortestodi,tance b,,twcen the axes being 10 inches, and the velocity ratio thre<l to one. Tu-o ooluti<ms of this problem are shown in Fig. 199. In the first case a pitch-angle of 6o0 has been chooen for each wheel; in the oecondca>etheolincoofocontactoof
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	to the axis of b, and the pitch-angles of the wheels a and b are respectively 30 and 90 . The wheel b is thus a spurwheel. The velocity diagrams showing the relation between v.,, v, and vc are drawn in the two cases. In order to determine the radii of the pitch surfaces of the wheels, \Ve ha,·e in the first case 
	° 
	° 
	b

	V=V,
	V=V,
	a 
	, 

	But and W I-=-Hence 
	r,.. 
	r,.. 
	r,.. 
	3 

	The distance between 
	The distance between 
	the 
	axes 
	being 
	10 
	inches, plainly 

	ra = 2.5" and r b = 7. 5". 
	ra = 2.5" and r b = 7. 5". 


	h . Wb I f
	In the second case va = 2v; ence, since -=-as be ore, 
	b 

	w 3 
	,, 
	I 2
	-··· =2X -=-. 
	r
	0 

	b so that r=4" and r=6". 
	r
	3 
	3 
	0 
	0 

	In both cases the number of teeth on the wheels a and b must be in the ratio 1 : 3, but in the first case the wheels have the same circumferential pitch, and the radii are therefore inversely as the angular velocities ; while in the second case the circumferential pitches of the wheels a and b are in .2 : 1, so that the radii are in the proportion 2 : . From the diagrams it is evident that the sliding velocity of the teeth will be in the first case 
	the ratio 
	3

	-. 
	and in the second case 
	v3 



	Vs VX=vx-vj.
	Vs VX=vx-vj.
	= 
	a 
	-
	b 

	2 
	It is noteworthy that for the same speeds of the shafts in the two cases a will be greater in the second instance than in 2.5. Hence the sliding velocity of the teeth will be greater in the second design in the proportion 2v 3 : 2.5, or nearly 1.39 : 1. This is shown in the 
	v
	the first in the proportion of 4: 

	Figure
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	,vheels. We have seen that the relative linear motion of these surfaces in the plane which touches them both is composed of a relative sliding motion along the line which is the common tangent to the teeth at the point of contact, and a common movement along a line perpendicular to that common tangent. If \ve consider only this common velocity, it becomes plain that we have here a case similar in some respects to that of a pair of spur-wheels. In spur-gearing the teeth have a common velocity along a line 
	The above principles must be considered in determining the proper profiles for the teeth in screw-wheels. \Ve must in fact imagine that the pair of pitch surfaces are cut by a plane passing through the point of contact and perpendicular to the common tangent. We must then ta.lee such shapes for the teeth as would work together correctly if formed on a pair of pitch-circles having the same radii of curvature as the sections-in which the actual pitch surfaces are cut by our imaginary plane-have at their poin
	-

	tact. Evidently the traces of the cylindrical pitch surfaces of the screw-wheels on the imaginary plane will be a pair 
	* See § 91. 
	t See § 95· 
	ofclliŁ.alwaysetouchingattheeendsofthcirerninoreaxcs. The plane -,,ill make with the median vlane of eaech wheel an angle (9<>0 -.-.), whcrcu i,ethcpjtche-&1glcofetheehelical teethoresc:rew-lhreads,eandtheeserni•mino,eaxisoftheecllipsc 
	"'ill hee,; the scmi-rn:,.jor axis being siŁa' whŁn:e, is the 
	radius of the pitch surface of the whceL In Fig. ,oo is trnce<l upon its surface a helix of pit,:h-angle XOC. As in F,g.195,ethelineXOYisatangcntetothchelixatthe)><>int 0, andifOwe<eethcpointofecontacto!etheewhcelewithean<>ther, XO\" would rcpttSelll thcewrnrnon tangent or line ofecontacteoftheetceth 
	shown theepilchesurfa.ceeol asc=e-whtt! (rad;u,e,) having 

	Figure
	. \ plane passing through Oand perpendicular to XO\' will c,ut thccy!in<lcr in the ellipse L.\INO, of which the major 
	.,eJneordŁrtoefind the pmperformeoftooth profile (taken of 
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	course in the plane of Li.11/v'O and at right angles to the centre line of the tooth), vve must take as an imaginary pitch-circle the circle of curvature of the ellipse at the point 0. The radius of curvature of the ellipse at thi:; point is 
	2 ; hence in a pair of screw-wheels the 
	easily sho,vn to be . r

	sin a teeth profiles should be designed as if they belonged to a pair of ordinary spur-wheels of radii 
	ra rb
	and
	sisina' 
	n
	2 
	a
	l 
	2 
	2 

	where a and aare the pitch-angles of the teeth of the scre,v
	1 2 
	wheels a and b. 
	Screw-wheels are often used to connect shafts which are parallel. In this case the pitch-angles of the wheels are of course equal, and if the wheels are properly desied there is no difficulty in having two or more pairs of teeth in contact at once. In order to avoid the prejudicial effect of the end thrust developed when a pair of such wheels are doing heavy work, it is usual to make each wheel of two parts, similar in pitch, but one half right-handed and the other half lefthanded. Fig. 201 shows such a do
	gn
	° 

	When wom1-gearing is constructed with cylindrical pitch surfaces, and teeth of uniform cross-section, contact, as in the case of other screw-wheels, occurs at a point only, and the forms of teeth may be found by the method just 
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	described. It is not difficult, however, by modifying the form of the wheel, to obtain worm-gearing having linear contact. The method of doing this is fully explained in works on l\iiachine Desi.* 
	gn

	The section of the ,vorm and wheel by. a plane perpendicular to the axis of the \vheel, and passing through the axis of the worm, is that of a rack in gear with a spur-,vheel, and the form of the worm-thread and wheel-teeth in this plane may be drawn by the methods already discussed in §§ 202 
	66 and 67. The trace of such a plane is shown in Fig. 

	A •C
	• 

	WORM WHEEL 
	I 
	Figure

	B, 10
	I I
	I 
	FIG. 202. 
	FIG. 202. 
	by the line AB; the fire represents the section of the worm and wheel by a plane containing the axis of the wheel and perpendicular to the axis of the worm. The form of a section of the worm by a plane parallel to the axis of the worm, and perpendicular to the axis of the wheel, is next to be determined ; the trace of such a plane on the plane of the 
	gu

	* Unwin, "Machine Design," Vol. I, § 234
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	Figure
	FIG. 201, 
	FIG. 201, 
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	figure is Ilic line CD, and its in\eneeli,on with the wormthread wjll take the shape nf a mck ha•'llll< cun..e<l and un• •ymnlCtriocal u.eth. TllC form of worm-whe<,l to'.>th requiore..! to gear correctly with such teeth must lhen be foound by the proper methood of coonstruction. and the shape determined is to he used for \.he section of the w'Orrn-whe<,I l<x,th cut hythe plane CD. A number of sucho=tioons. foound fooropbnes at diofferent disotances from tJie medioan plane AH. wioll enable apradicall)'ooor
	such wheels are machine-cul by being rotated in eorrecl rclatioontoasotodculteroorohobowhich isoao,!up!icatcofol.he worm whc usoed 
	The Hindley worm• has a s<;rew-thn',"\d of varying !le<;tioon lraccd on a noon-cylindrkal pit<:h s1Irlac,, whosoe outline is an arc of the pit<:h-circle of the whcd. This foorm of tooth, 
	Figure
	if correctly cut hy means of a hob. has line contact: the teethtouchingthclhn,adsoatallpointsointhemedianphne 
	95. Hyptrbololdal Whtt11.-lt isopossihleotoocon.,tru<;t
	wh<,cls which v,ill transmit motioon bctwttn inclined noninterscctjng a�eso. and whichoaresoofonncd that their teeth are straight and have lione roontact. The pitch ,urfaces of 
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	such wheels are hyperboloids of revolution, as has already 
	204 let AB and CD be the axes of a 
	been stated. In Fig. 

	pair of such wheels; the line of contact of their teeth is to 
	be the line XOY, passing through a point O on LOM the 
	common perpendicular to AB and CD. In general XOY 
	will be parallel neither to AB nor to CD. 
	If now we imagine the line XOY to be rotated around 
	ABas an axis, while its position in relation to AB remains 
	unaltered, XY will describe in space the hyperboloid a; 
	and similarly, if we suppose the rotation to take place about 
	CD, the hyperboloid b will be described. The two hyper
	boloids will of course touch along the line XY, which is in 
	fact their twist axis when relative motion occurs. The 
	smallest circular sections of the hyperboloids are known as 
	the gorge-circles. We proceed to determine the relati\·e 
	angular velocity of a pair of such hyperboloidal surfaces, 
	supposing that they roll together. It is to be particularly 
	noted that hyperboloidal wheels differ from the cylindrical 
	5crew-v:heels hitherto discussed, in that the pitch surfaces 
	of the latter can touch only at a point, while those of the 
	former are in contact along a hne. The relative motions 
	of the two kinds of wheels are, however, of the same kind, 
	namely, a rolling together, combined with relative sliding 
	along the line of the teeth. Let 0, 0be the angles (iri plan) 
	1
	2 

	made by the projection of the line of contact XY with the 
	projection of the axis of a and t_he projection of the axis of 
	b respectively. The angular velocity-ratip of the wheels a 
	and b must evidently be the same as that for a pair of screw
	yper
	wheels of the same size as the gorgeŁcircles of ·the h

	boloids and having the same obliquity of teeth. The 
	velocity diagram will therefore be that drawn in thick lines, 
	by the method of § 93. and we shall have 
	Va rI, rb . V c cos (}rb cos {J 
	W11 
	2 
	2

	-=--=--
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	ra Vcos 81 . raVC ra cos 81. 
	w
	b 
	b 

	· Now consider any point Y on the line of _c_ontact XOY. The normal to the curved surface of the hyperboloid at any 
	point mun pnsg through the a,;is; hCn<'C a straight )jnc drawn through Yandenormaltothcecurvede...,rfaceswhich 
	Figure
	touch there must intcncct both CD and AB 81>(:h a com. mon normal is shown in the figure, where RYS is ,ts pro
	-
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	jection on a plane parallel to both axes AB and CD, and R'Y'Af is its projection on a plane perpendicular to the axis of b. In this view of course the points D, M, C, and 5 coincide. 
	By a well-kno\vn principle of projection the real lengths of the segments of the common normal are proportional to their projections RY, YS, and R'Y', Y'Zl1. Hence 
	r = LO R'Y' RY 
	Q 

	o.Ł![ Y' ll1 YS
	b 
	r

	-YS COS 0
	w 
	0 
	2

	and 
	and 
	wb RY' cos 0• 
	1


	Again, since the common normal is perpendicular to XOY, the line of contact, its projection RYS will be perpendicular to the projection of XOY on a parallel plane ; 
	Again, since the common normal is perpendicular to XOY, the line of contact, its projection RYS will be perpendicular to the projection of XOY on a parallel plane ; 
	Again, since the common normal is perpendicular to XOY, the line of contact, its projection RYS will be perpendicular to the projection of XOY on a parallel plane ; 
	-

	so that in the lower figure OYS and OYR are right angles. 

	'fhus, finally, 
	DY
	0
	W

	-=
	-

	(t)b BY" 
	This sho\vs that the angular velocities of a pair of hyperboloidal wheels are to each other in the inverse ratio of the lengths of the projections of the perpendiculars drawn from any point on the line of contact to the axes; these projections being upon a plane parallel to both axes and to the line of contact. 
	It should be noted, that in designing hyperboloidal wheels, if the angle between the axes (in plan) and the velocity ratio are given, the position of the line of contact (in plan) is determined. Thus in drawing such a pair of wheels we proceed as follows: 
	(1) Draw the axes in elevation and in plan. 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	The velocity ratio being given, draw the line of contact XOY (in plan), determining the point Y by marking off DY and BY having lengths in the proper ratio. 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Draw SYR perpendicular to .X-OY, and also dra\v MY'R', the projection of SYR on a plane perpendicular to the axis of b. 


	(4) 
	(4) 
	(4) 
	Through Y'dmwX'O'Y'; thisodeterrni1>esothcvalucs of,,andr,andootttlffthcliv:,s<>fthcgorgc-.,irde1, 

	(s)o
	(s)o
	�toocompletcothcopr<1j«:tion1oofothcohyper boloid1,oulhown. 


	As in the cue of .,_ ... ·heelso.. the velocity dioagmm 
	100W.othemtcatowhichthcotecthoolouand.b1lidealoog,ach 
	other. Thill relative lliding nlocity UI ohown u t•, in Fig 
	004. 
	ltoisonoto�ryinopr.u:ticeotoowemottothanoaooom
	pamti,·elyoomalloponionoofotheohypcrboloidofQroaowo,king 
	wheel F,g. 205 ohoY.'laopairofhyperboloidalrollerso, and 
	a pair of Jkcw-bcve!owheclsoha,·Ulg 
	the sameovelocitymtio. !t .. Łn be 
	opond in fact to the end p:,rt;.,...of 
	thehyp<rl,oloidso. Theformr.oolothe 
	teeth of hyperboloidal 11·heelr.omay 
	hcoc:on,:,ri,·ed as bei11K marked out 
	upon thcoŁ11'ho<tesourlaoesoan: 
	normalotoothooeofotheohyperboloids 
	atothepointooforontactoconsidn,,d. 
	Hcthod• of doing thir. ha,.., bem. 
	discu-1hyoWilbs.,*oRankinc,f and 
	otheni. H,-...,o,1..,ill hcrufficientoto 
	note that the lffth of wch 11·heelr. 
	will not hc of uniform &ection 
	F.._OOJ. throughoutothciroleni;:th": In the 
	eompamtivdy nam,w hyperboloidal whec!a g,,nm,.lly wood 
	1herc:oUlbutolittleo,1>riationoinoll>eoformoofotheotoothoin 
	pao1ingfromo� end of \heowheelotootheoothcr, An B\J'
	proximately eom.-,t form of too1h mayhcodctermin«!ofor 
	wch "'heeb ii> the ,rune way 31 {Qr "''""••11·t,e,,J., 
	lnoFig.,04foroeumple,wemayimagincothetwo hyperboloids cut by a. plane pamllel tooNYSoand. perpendicular 
	Figure
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	to XOY. When the resulting sections are dra\vn out their circles of curvature may be approximately found, and the tooth-forms designed in the ordinary manner, remembe!"ing that the circumferential pitch, and therefore also the normal pitch, increases as we pass from the gorge to the ends of the wheels. It will be seen that this method is practically the same as that adopted in the case of ordinary bevel-wheels (see § 98), and is equivalent to drawing out the teeth on the development of the cones previously 
	The subject of hyperboloidal wheels is treated at considerable length in MacCord's '' l\,fechanical 1\-:Iovements," to which \vork the reader is referred for further information . 
	.... 








